
DATA ANALYSIS
Week 11: concept review



lunch with Psychology faculty!

https://forms.gle/BGDXsRWFB6xNuoyE7 

https://forms.gle/BGDXsRWFB6xNuoyE7


logistics

- compiled slide deck for ALL tests

- (also on Canvas)

- PS6 is ONLY Chapters 10 & 12

- office hours before midterm 2:

- Yanevith: Sun, 3.30- 5 pm

- Prof Kumar: Mon, 11-1 pm

- Whitt: Tues, 4.15-5.45 pm

- Prof Kumar, Wed, 2-5 pm

- Prof Kumar, Thurs, 2-4 pm

https://teaching-me.github.io/data-analysis/slides/all_tests.pdf
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plan for today

- key problems from problem set #5

- some practice questions



PS5: Chapter 15, Q12

- what are the independent and 

dependent variables in this problem?

- which tests are possible?



PS5: Chapter 9, Q22

- what are the independent and 

dependent variables in this problem?

- which tests are possible?



PS5: Chapter 10, Q12

- what are the independent and 

dependent variables in this problem?

- which tests are possible?



PS5: mtcars

- what are the independent and 

dependent variables in this 

problem?

- which tests are possible?

You will use the “mtcars” dataset.The data was extracted from the 
1974 Motor Trend US magazine, and comprises fuel consumption 
and 10 aspects of automobile design and performance for 32 
automobiles (1973–74 models). We will focus on two key 
variables, miles per gallon (mpg) and horsepower (hp). 

Make a scatter plot that describes the relationship between 
horsepower (X) and miles per gallon (Y). Describe the 
relationship between horsepower and mileage verbally.

How well can horsepower predict how many miles a car will 
travel? Compute the equation of a line that predicts the miles 
per gallon (mpg) using horsepower (hp). 



F tables: Chapter 12, Q11



F tables: Chapter 12, Q12



conceptual questions

- a researcher uses analysis of variance to test for mean differences between three groups 

with a sample size of 10 participants in each group. What would the degrees of freedom 

for the F ratio be for this analysis?



conceptual questions

- which situation would lead to the largest standard error? 



conceptual questions

- if a slope coefficient is calculated for 50 X and Y values, what distribution should be used 

to test for statistical significance and how many degrees of freedom should it have?



conceptual questions

- A new painkiller is claimed to be equally effective for headaches as well as body aches. If 

it works as expected, we would see a statistically significant result from a hypothesis test.

- TRUE or FALSE?



conceptual questions

- recall was measured for three groups in a memory experiment. One group simply read the 

original list of words, another tried to create a visual image of each word, and a third 

generated a synonym for each word. What type of hypothesis test is appropriate here?



next time

- before class

• complete: Problem Set #6 (Chapter 10 and Chapter 12 problems)

• resubmit: Problem Set #5 (second attempt)

• review: midterm 2 practice quiz + computational problems

• review : ALL slides + videos from Weeks 6-11

- during class

- more review!


